UDCC

Hudson, Mike J, Mike U, Boyana, Bill, Ron, Jane, Colin, Sarah, Sue, Frances

LAW 250 - app send courtesy to Media St. 505 C

LAW 305 - app

LAW 310 - app courtesy to Environ. Ed.

issue with grading: Can't use Law grades but minor

X done BEL needs changed to 20 x 2 = 40

Gen Ed - denied

LAW 629 - app

LAW 636 - need note in cat. desc. regarding

X LAW 629, "Other" - Exam prep change to approved

LAW 723 - app

LAW 732 - app

LAW 780 - app

LAW 793 - contact needs to have UO email approved

LAW 794 - app

LAW 795 - app

APHY 420/520 - app

V50C 445/545 - app
J643 - app
J627-628 - Grad Sch OK
J634 - Grad Sch OK
J650 - haven't heard back yet.

assignment overview pts may be
missing 100 pts.
Title ques? to Scott
Grad Sch OK
Missing some WB's or syllabus. Need
to explain.
Looks like they have engaging all texts

app.

L MATH 421M/521M - grad OK. App
L HTS 328 - app
L SOC 330 - app

L AP - all app
L B1/60 - app course + Gen Ed

L Music Courses -

ARH 457/557 - due diligence needed
need Christian

L ARH 354 - course + MC approved